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C hapter 1 

In troduction

1.1 M o tiv a tio n

As one of the most important inventions in the 20th century, the World Wide Web 

(WWW) has changed human’s life styles. People buy and sell things, make reserva

tions, read news, and even get diplomas on the Internet. Recently, both the num

ber and size of websites have dramatically increased. A normal website contains 

thousands of webpages, and some big websites contain millions of webpages. Cross- 

referencing and navigational behaviour make a website’s structure difficult to analyze. 

To better organize websites and provide better service to visitors, optimizing a web

site’s structure and understanding visitors’ visiting patterns become crucial to website 

administrators.

While web visitors are assisted by many navigation recommendation systems ([6, 

12, 22, 54, 56]) and other information retrieval tools, web site administrators and 

decision makers still lack effective visualization tools to help them discover and explain 

interesting navigational patterns.

Our system aims to visualize a website’s structure and visitors’ visiting patterns. 

The linking information of a website is used to generate a website’s basic structure. 

Web access logs, which captures incoming visitors’ activity, is used to generate new 

information tha t reflects visitors’ important visiting patterns. We treat new generated 

information as either a usage layer or a data mining result layer, depending on the 

technique we use to generate information, and we put different kinds of layers on 

top of the website structure. Our system can improve a websites organization and

1
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indirectly help visitors to get the information they need quickly.

1.2 C o n tr ib u tio n

In this dissertation, we introduce the WEBKVDS: Web Knowledge Visualization and 

Discovery System. WEBKVDS has two parts: FootPath and Web Graph Algebra. 

FootPath has been developed to visualize a given website’s structure and visualize the 

visitors’ visiting patterns and data mining results on the original website’s structure. 

Web Graph Algebra is a series of operations which are developed to manipulate 

a website’s structure or information layers. FootPath is the basis of Web Graph 

Algebra. We concentrate only on FootPath; and Web Graph Algebra is discussed in 

[15].

Our contributions are described as follows:

• Disktree is widely-used in website structure visualization. Breadth First Search 

is a straightforward method to convert a graph to a disktree. Unlike other 

website structure visualization systems, we use a new ’’Usage Based” method 

to generate a website’s structure from the original linking information. The 

experiments show tha t the new method can simplify the visualization and make 

the result more readable.

• We put a website’s visiting pattern and data mining results on the website’s 

structure in the disktree representation. We use both a vertex’s colour and size 

and a edgee’s colour and thickness to indicate one of four kinds of information. 

By visualizing information in this way, the user can get an overview of the 

website’s structure as well as the other four kinds of information at the same 

time.

• When we visualize usage information on top of the website’s structure, a node’s 

size and a link’s thickness may change according to the information they reflect. 

To fit this change and eliminate occlusion, dynamic layout is introduced. Users 

can control the thresholds and choose only the webpages or links tha t they are 

interested in, and the visualization result changes dynamically.

2
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• If we take the webpages visiting sequence as a transaction, the association rule 

(one important branch of Data Mining) technique can be integrated into our 

system, and the result of association rules can be shown as a layer on top of the 

website’s structure.

1.3 T h esis  S tru ctu re

In Chapter Two, we review the background and related work on website visualization 

systems. In Chapter Three, we present the structure and display issues tha t are 

involved in our system. In Chapter Four, we discuss the four information layers 

and one data mining layer, and the revised layout algorithm. In Chapter Five, we 

introduce system architecture, functions, and algebra operators. In Chapter Six, we 

sum up and present our conclusions.

3
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C hapter 2 

R elated  W ork

Visualization is the process of transforming data, information, and knowledge from 

abstract information structures into a visual form, in order to make use of human 

being’s natural perceptual capabilities [23]. Researchers show that people are better 

at perceptual recognition than cognitive understanding [21]. Visualization is prob

ably the most effective and straightforward method to help to understand complex 

problems.

In this chapter, we introduce some background knowledge about data visualiza

tion, data mining technique and website’s structure and pattern visualization.

2.1 D a ta  V isu a liza tio n

By presenting the data in various forms and interactions, visualization helps peo

ple understand structure, features, patterns, trends, anomalies and relationships in 

original data. Visualization techniques have been used by human being for a long 

time. From the earth map to weather forecast, from DNA structure to industrial 

design, visualization plays an important role. Information visualization became an 

independent branch from scientific visualization during the last 15 years [23].

Data visualization techniques are applied to database and information retrieval 

systems [48] at the beginning. The basic visualization techniques include [?]:

•  Point with position, colour, and size (See Figure 2.1)

In Figure 2.1, points are put on a 3-D space. The colour of points represent a 

property of the point.

4
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Figure 2.1: Point’s position and density [34]

•  Line with location, length, width, colour, and style (See Figure 2.2)

In Figure 2.2, length and colour of lines are used to visualize properties of line 

object.

•  Polygon with location, shape, size, orientation, colour, texture, translucency. 

(See Figure 2.3)

In Figure 2.3, a series of polygons are used to visualize the distribution.

• Image with pattern, range of values, colourmap, size and scale (See Figure 2.4)

In Figure 2.4, colour represents a property’s value. The area with the same 

colour means this area has the similar value. This visualization technique is 

widely used in forecast and geographical field.

•  Image with 2D or 3D scalar fields (See Figure 2.5)

In Figure 2.5, information is visualized in 2D and 3D dimension. Each dimension 

represents one property.

•  Point p lots w ith  position coordinates (Sex; Figure 2.6)

•  Wire frames with connection components (edges)

•  Isosurface with contours or surface extracted from a field

5
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Figure 2.7: Stick figure example [51]

• Rubber sheet with 3D surface computed from 2D scalars

• Streamline flow, such as the path of a particle through a dynaic vector filed

• Ribbons and tube, extensions to the previous two flow visualizations

• Icons and glyphs, such as arrows, spheres, boxes, stars, stick figures, and faces 

(See Figure 2.7)

[51] present the stick figure icon visualization technique. In Figure 2.7, each 

stick figure represent a object with five properties. These five properties are 

indicated by the five angles which form the stick figure.

• Parallel coordinates taking a multivariate point and mapping it a polyline across 

N vertical axes

•  Dimensional stacking taking multivariate points and mapping them to space 

recursively partitioned (See Figure 2.8)

• Multiple objects of like type (streamlines, slices, glyphs) differentiated by style, 

position, or colour

• Fisheye view (See Figure 2.9)

In Figure 2.9, the central part is enlarged and the other part is minimized.

9
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Figure 2.8: Dimensional Stacking example [35]
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2.2  D a ta  M in in g

Data mining, the process of extracting hidden knowledge from large volumes of raw 

data, has attracted a lot of attention in the information industry recent years. Data 

mining tools describe existing patterns and predict future trends and behaviors, al

lowing businesses to make proactive, knowledge-driven decisions.

D ata mining techniques can be classified into five major categories: association 

rule analysis, classification, clustering analysis, outlier analysis, time sequence analy

sis. We introduce these five techniques in the following subsections.

2.2 .1  A ssoc ia tion  R u le  A n a lysis

Association rule mining searches for interesting relationships among items in a data 

set [27]. It is a descriptive approach to explore data. A well-known example of associ

ation rule is “Market Basket Analysis” . Market Basket Analysis can be described as 

examining a long list of transactions in order to determine which items are most fre

quently purchased together. The probability tha t a transaction contains a particular 

product is called support. The conditional probability of an transaction containing a 

product X also contains a product Y, is called the confidence. Both “support” and 

“confidence” are important parameters in association rule mining.

An “Market Basket” association rule example is: (Buy(A) indicates the customer 

buys A)

B uy(m ilk ) A Buy(bacon) ==> Buyibread)

[.support = 5%, confidence =  60%]

In this example, the association rule indicates that of all the customers under 

study, 5% (support) buy together milk, bacon, and bread. There is 60% probability 

(iconfidence) that a customer who buys milk and bacon will purchase bread as well.

When the rules are generated out of the data, they can be used either for better 

understanding the business problems tha t the data reflects or for performing ac

tual predictions against some predefined prediction target [10]. For example, a store 

manager can use the association rules mined from store’s transaction data to decide 

whether discontinuing a product will have any effect on other products.

11
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In the context of web mining, a transaction is simply a session of page visits done 

together. An item represents a visited page and the association rule associates a set 

of visited pages with another set of visited pages in the same session.

Apriori [2, 3] is a well-known association rule mining algorithm. A set of product 

items is called an itemset. Apriori algorithm first finds all itemsets that occur at 

least as frequently as a user-determined minimum support value. It uses an iterative 

approach where k-itemsets are used to find (k+1) itemsets. After finding all frequent 

itemsets, apriori generates strong association rules which must satisfy the minimum 

support and minimum confidence value.

The efficiency of Apriori algorithm is determined by three factors: the way can

didate sets are generated, the data structure tha t is used and the implementation 

details. In [11], the author introduce a fast Apriori algorithm which concentrates on 

the implementation. It shows that some algorithms, which seem to be quite promis

ing, may turn out to be ineffective on the implementation level.

FP-growth method [28] tries to mine the frequent itemsets without generating 

candidate sets. It transforms the problem of finding frequent patterns to finding 

shorter ones recursively.

For more details about association rule mining, please refer to [31].

2 .2 .2  C lassification

“Classification is the process of finding a set of models (or functions) that describe and 

distinguish data classes or concepts, for the purpose of being able to use the model to 

predict the class of objects whose class label is unknown” [27, 19, 43]. Training data 

is used to train the model and after the model is accurate enough, we can use it to 

classify new unknown data. The model derived can be represented in classification 

rules, decision trees, mathematical formulae or neural networks.

A classification model example represented by classification rules is below: (Buy(A) 

indicates the customer buys A)

IF Buy(milk)  THEN Buy(bread)

IF NotBuy(milk)  AND Buy(bacon) THEN Buy(bread)

OTHERWISE NotBuy(bread)

12
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Figure 2.10: Clustering Example

The above classification rules can also be described by a decision tree [38], or 

neural networks [29]. After we build the model we can use this model to classify or 

predict new data.

The ideas of association rule mining can be applied to classification [40]. ARCS 

[39] finds the association rules with a form of Ai  A A 2 =4> A c. Ac is assigned a class 

label for an attribute and Ai, A 2 are tests on attribute ranges. For more details about 

classification, please refer to [5].

2.2 .3  C lustering

A cluster is a collection of objects which are “similar” between them and are “dis

similar” to the objects belonging to other clusters. Clustering analyzes data without 

a known class label (unsupervised learning). The objects are clustered based on 

the principle of “maximizing the intraclass similarity and minimizing the interclass 

similarity” ([27], page 25).

Figure 2.10 shows that the points are divided into four clusters based on the 2-D 

distance measure.

K-means [41] is a well-known partitioning algorithm for clustering analysis. It 

is based on the Euclidean distance. Hierarchical clustering methods group data ob

jects into a tree of clusters either bottom-up or top-down. BIRCH [61], CURE [25], 

CHAMELEON [37] are typical hierarchical clustering algorithms. Density-based clus-

13
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tering methods DBSCAN [20], CLIQUE [1], are developed to find clusters with arbi

trary shape.

For more details about clustering analysis, please refer to [59, 36].

2 .2 .4  O utlier A n alysis

Outlier is the data item whose value falls outside the bounds enclosing most of the 

other data values in the sample set. Outliers may indicate anomalous data and should 

be examined carefully. Outlier analysis methods include statistical-based methods, 

distance-based methods and deviation-based methods [27]. Outlier analysis is impor

tant in some real applications, for example, credit card fraud detection, or other.

2.2 .5  T im e Sequence A nalysis

Time sequence data consists of sequences of values changing with time [27]. Time 

sequence data is widely used in stock market, scientific experiments and medical 

treatments. By applying data mining techniques on time sequence database, we can 

generate the patterns of the time sequence data.

For more details, please refer to [55].

2.3  V isu a l D a ta  M in in g

Since data mining extracts knowledge from a database tha t the user did not already 

know about, it is not reasonable to take the output of data mining system directly 

and translate it into an actionable solution to a business problem. Researchers try  to 

use natural graphical model to represent data mining result and allow users to discuss 

and explain the logic behind the model.

2.3 .1  A ssoc ia tion  R ule V isu alization

There are a few attempts to visualize association rules, but the most relevant to our 

work is the visualization proposed in DBMiner [26]. DBMiner visualizes association 

rules in two ways: plane form (Figure 2.11) and rule graph (Figure 2.12). In plane 

form, each bar, which locates in the intersection of two axes, represents an association

14
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Figure 2.11: Association Rule Visualization [26]

rule. The labels on two axes represent the rule head and the rule body correspond

ingly. The height of a bar represents support and the colour- of a bar represents 

confidence. Rule graph consists of a set of nodes and arrows. A circular node repre

sents a frequent data item and the volume of the ball represents the support of the 

item. An arrow between two nodes represents the rule. The confidence of the rule 

is represented by the size of the arrow head. This idea is later borrowed in our own 

system to visualize associations between webpages visited together in a website.

2.3.2 Classification Visualization

The authors of [4] introduce a fully interactive method based on a multidimensional 

visualization technique and appropriate interaction capabilities (See Figure 2.13). 

In [4], a pixel-oriented visualization technique is introduced to map each attribute 

value of each data object to one coloured pixel and represent the values belonging to 

different attributes in separate subwindows.

Many other visualization technologies have been devised but also with the inven

tion of interactively mine for the classes. In our system we intend to represent classes 

by colour. Each class member rendered with a class predefined colour.

15
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Figure 2.12: Association Rule Visualization [26]
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Figure 2.14: Clustering Visualization [42]

2.3.3 Clustering Visualization

Normally the clustering result is visualized by colouring each cluster with one unique 

colour [42] is. In Figure 2.14 the mountain visualization displays ten clusters in two 

major groups. Here each cluster indicates the area that has a similar height. In our 

system clusters, like classes, are visualized using different colours.

2.3.4 Tim e Sequences/Patterns Visualization

A pattern is a frequent or widespread incidence and always important to learn and 

study. Learning different patterns can help discovering and understanding the new 

trends. The authors of [60] use a hierarchical tree to show the history of user’s 

visiting sequence. Each page that visited is indicated by a thumbnail picture and all 

the pictures are connected in the same order and sequence that the user visits the 

corresponding webpages. See Figure 2.15 for detail.

Zoom In/Out functions are provided in [60] to help navigating both overall and 

detail information. The system only concentrates on single user traversal. As a result, 

the visualizing result is always simple. The drawback of this method is that it can 

not discover the patterns which are composed by many users’ traversal information.
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Figure 2.15: Mosaic system demo [60]
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Figure 2.16: Footprint result [57]

The technique introduced in [57, 44] does not only concentrate on single user’s 

experience, it focuses more on the history-based data. A hyperbolic tree technique 

is used to visualize the well-used hyperlinks and webpages. By collecting historical 

data as a reference and visualize them, the system can help future users navigating 

the complex website. See Figure 2.16.

Similar to [57], the technique proposed in [8, 7, 9] concentrates on all visitors’ 

visiting histories. The system tries to visualize website’s visiting patterns by dividing 

all webpages into different levels. “Concept hierarchies” and “interval-based coars

ening” are used to aggregate webpages. Applying the techniques mentioned above, 

the system constructs a high level description of customer behaviors on a commercial 

website. Figure 2.17 is a result with a specific setting. It shows how customers visit 

this commercial website and which webpage and hyperlink are frequently visited.

Besides the above mentioned technique, the author in [13] uses clustering technique 

to visualize website navigation patterns.
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Figure 2.17: Customer’s visiting sequence [8]

2.4 Web Visualization

If we map a website to a graph: a webpage is mapped to a node and a hyperlink 

is mapped to a edge, the result is a complicated directed graph. Researchers have 

proposed different visualization methods to visualize websites. These methods can 

be divided into four major categories: trec/disktree visualization, 3-D conctrcc visu

alization, net visualization and 3D hyperbolic visualization.

2.4.1 T ree/D isktree Visualization

Techniques proposed in [50], [58], [17] are in this category.

Disktree is a tree-like structure. The difference is that in disktree, the root is put 

at the center and its descendants arc put around it, with 360 degree to expand.

To use a tree/disktree to visualize the website structure, a key step is to convert 

the complicated directed graph to a undirected tree. BFS (Breadth first search) and 

DFS (Depth first search) are the two methods that are often used. When use breadth 

first search to travel from the index page, the links which are not visited during
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Figure 2.18: Disktree visualization example [58]

breadth first search are removed. In Chapter Three, we will talk about BFS and DFS 

in detail. Figure 2.18 and 2.19 are two example of tree/disktree visualization.

2.4 .2  3D  con etree  V isu a liza tion

In [53], the authors introduce a 3D conetree visualization to visualize hierarchical 

information structures. To maximize effective use of available space, the hierarchical 

structure is presented in 3D:

In Figure 2.20, the top of the hierarchy is placed on the top of the space, and is 

the peak of a cone with its children placed along the base evenly. The nodes in the 

next layer are put below the first, with their children in cones.

A drawback of the conetree visualization is that this method “break down” once 

the hierarchy to be displayed exceeds roughly 1000 nodes. In [14], the author aug

ments cone trees by some techniques: filtering, zooming, rotation, fish-eye zooming 

and enhance the usefulness of cone tree visualization by eliminating cluster.

Figure 2.21 is a top view of the revised cone tree algorithm. Experiments show 

tha t the system can successfully rendered up to 5000 nodes [14].
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Figure 2.19: Disktree visualization example(for four different month data) [17]

Figure 2.20: 3-D cone tree exam ple [53]
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Figure 2.21: Top view of revised cone tree visualization result [14]
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Figure 2.22: Net visualization [30]

2 .4 .3  N e t  V isu a lization

Though hierarchical tree structure prevails in website visualization, tree structure is 

only an approximation of website’s structure. The author of [30] uses a net structure 

to visualize website’s structure, which does not lose any information. It uses a 3- 

dimensional representation and users can get more detail information (Figure 2.22).

2 .4 .4  3D  H yp erb olic  V isu alization

H3Viewer system [47] visualizes the website structure as a graph in 3D hyperbolic 

space. The advantage of the system is that it can handle graphs two orders of mag

nitude larger than other systems. (See Figure 2.23)

3D conetree visualization, net visualization and 3D hyperbolic visualization have 

a common drawback: occlusion. 3D methods can provide user high dimensional visu

alization result, but using 2 dimensional screen to display 3 dimensional pictures may 

cause occlusions. With large website and large number of webpages, the occlusions 

may mess the visualization result and the users may lose some important details.
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Figure 2.23: 3D hyperbolic visualization [47]
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C hapter 3 

D isp laying W eb Structure

3.1 W eb site  S tru ctu re  V isu a liza tio n

As previously mentioned, our approach for exploratory data analysis is basically to 

visualize a website’s structure and then put the usage or data mining information 

on the original website structure as layers. We can see that the website’s structural 

visualization is the fundamental part of our visualization system.

At the same time, the layout algorithm is another important issue which we need 

to consider carefully. Due to the large number of pages in a website and screen space 

constraints, we try  to find the best algorithm tha t can use the screen space most 

efficiently. In the following sections, we will describe FootPath, the visualization 

component of WEBKVDS, using data from the Department of Computing Science at 

University of A lberta’s website and discuss the system design issues.

3.1.1 Tree Layout vs. D isk tree  Layout

Two natural ways to map a website’s structure are Tree layout and Disktree layout.

Tree structure is defined as a hierarchical organization in which a given node is 

considered to be an ancestor of all the lower level nodes to which the given node 

is connected. Tree layout was first used in visualizing file systems. The author of 

[18] describes a tree layout algorithm to map a website’s structure to a screen. The 

advantage of the tree layout is that it is simple and easy to understand, while the 

disadvantage is obvious, too: it only works well to display very simple graphs, and it 

does not use screen space efficiently; tree layout expands only to one direction and
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Figure 3.1: Tree visualization of file system

wastes spaces in the other directions (See Figure 3.1).

Disktree layout [50, 58, 17] is a revised version of tree layout. It puts the root to 

the center and expands around the center (See Figure 3.2). Disktree layout is more 

suitable for visualizing a website’s structure than tree layout, for it can display more 

in the same space than a tree display. Generally speaking, a disktree layout requires 

360 degrees to expand, while the tree layout needs less than 180 degree to expand.

3 .1 .2  D isk tree  R ep resen ta tion  o f  W eb T opology

We use a website’s linking information, which we can easily obtain from a webpage’s 

HTML code, to visualize a website’s structure. A graph can be generated after reading 

all linking information. Here, a node indicates a webpage and a edge indicates the 

hyperlink from one webpage to another. Unfortunately, the visualization result using 

a graph is distorted by the serious cross-linking between webpages. So the disktree is 

introduced to visualize the website’s structure instead of the original graph.

In previous research, a tree was used to represent hierarchical information. To 

use space most efficiently, visualization researchers manipulate the original tree to a 

disktree, by putting the primary node at the center with each successive descendant
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Figure 3.2: Manipulated disktree [17]

falling on concentric rings spanning out from the center. On each ring, a node is 

allocated space according to how many leaf nodes fall under it (See Figure 3.2).

The original website structure is a complicated graph. To visualize the structure 

clearly, we use a disktree instead of the original graph. In the process of converting 

a graph to a disktree, two points need to be considered. First, we must determine 

which node in the graph should be choose as the disktree’s root. It is put in the 

center. Website’s index page is unique and important in many ways, so we usually 

take the index page as the root of the disktree. Second, knowing the root node, we 

must decide how to convert a graph to a tree. In another words, we must determine 

which edges we should keep and which we should delete.

3.1.3 BFS and DFS

The choice of how to convert a graph to a tree is made depending upon the algorithm 

to  traverse the graph. In m ost previous system s which aim to  visualize w ebsites’ 

structures, the BFS (breadth first search) method is the most often used technique to 

convert a graph to a tree/disktree. This algorithm travels the graph from the index 

page using breadth first search and removes the edges which are never used in the
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Figure 3.3: BFS V.S. DFS result [49]

process of traversal. Like BFS, the DFS (depth first search) method traverses the 

graph from the index page using a depth first search and removes the edges which are 

never used in the process of traversal. The BFS method is straightforward and easy 

to implement, but it can not be guaranteed that the BFS method is better than the 

other methods. The DFS method tries to visit as deeply as possible and as a result, 

the branches of the root, which are visited first, are likely to contain more nodes than 

the branches which are visited later. In [49], the author compares both the BFS and 

the DFS representation and comes to the conclusion that the choice of traversal order 

has a major impact on the comprehensibility of the visualization result. The study 

concludes tha t BFS method can provide a more balanced, clear result (See Figure 

3.3).

3 .1 .4  U sage  B ased  M eth od

Simplicity and clarity are important to visualization result. Adding information layers 

on the original graph requires more space for each webpage or hyperlink object. This 

is because the layers are represented by the size of nodes or thickness of edges which 

obviously needs physical space to be rendered. For this reason, we try to optimize
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the space between nodes in the graph and at the same time eliminate occlusion. 

The BFS method intends to put more nodes in the lower levels, and, consequently, 

the visualization result is crowded in the low levels. In our system, we introduce a 

“Usage Based” method to convert a graph to a disktree. In the new method, we 

consider both a website’s linking information and hyperlinks’ usage information to 

decide which edges should be kept and which should be removed. Here, link usage 

means how many times visitors visit a link in a specific period. Normally, each node 

is connected from more than one parent links, and only one parent link can be kept 

in order to construct a disktree.

In the new method, if more than one link is connected to a node, we only keep 

the link which has the largest visiting number to the node (See Figure 3.4).

This ” Usage Based” method still uses BFS to traverse the graph from index page. 

The difference between the Usage Based method and the BFS method is tha t when 

visiting link connecting node A to node B, Usage Based method checks whether this 

link is the largest usage link which connect to B. If yes, this link is kept, otherwise, 

the link is removed. This new method renders all nodes like with the BFS method 

but typically results in a graph that is deeper than the one generated by the BFS 

method.

In the process of the Usage Based method, we need to consider the “Usage Loop” 

case. “Usage Loop” is a set of webpages, in which a loop is formed by the hyperlinks 

between these webpages. In other words, there is a cycle in the most used hyperlinks
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formed by these pages. Webpages in a usage loop are connected and all the links are 

those that connect to another node with the largest usage to that node. For example, 

node A has a link to node B and this link is the largest usage link to B. At the 

same time node B has a link to node A, which is the largest usage link to A. In this 

case, both node A and node B will be excluded from the result disktree, which is not 

acceptable. The above example is a two usage loop case, chances are that the usage 

loop has a length more than two. To eliminate usage loops, our usage based method 

detects if there is a usage loop involved. A simple way to detect “Usage Loop” is to 

traverse the graph from this node only following the largest usage link. If the largest 

usage links can form a loop, then a “Usage Loop” has been detected. To make the 

process efficient, we consider up to ten levels. We try  to break the usage loop by 

keeping the not-largest-usage link in the tree. For example, if a link L connects from 

node A to node B, and node B is involved in a usage loop, though this link may not 

be the largest usage link to B, we still keep this link to eliminate usage loop.

Table 3.1 is the pseudocode of Usage Based method.

3.1 .5  B F S m eth od  vs. U sage B ased  M eth od

We use one month’s weblogs of Department of Computing Science at University of 

Alberta’s website to do a comparison of the BFS method and the usage based method 

visualization results. The results show that the “Usage Based” method can simplify 

the visualization, which means more space is allocated between neighboring nodes. 

This space is needed for adding extra layer information and we will talk about it 

in detail next chapter. Like the BFS or the DFS method, the usage based method 

does not delete nodes, instead, it moves the nodes, which show on lower level in 

BFS or DFS method, to the upper level to simplify the visualization. Figure 3.5 is a 

comparison of BFS and usage based method visualization results with four levels.

Graph A of Figure 3.5 is the BFS result and B is the usage based method result, 

in both cases rendering only four levels. Note that B has less nodes than A. All nodes 

from A are rendered in Figure 3.6 with “Usage Based” method in six levels.

The minimum spanning tree of a weighted graph with n nodes, is a set of n — 1 

edges of minimum total weight which form a spanning tree of the graph. “Usage
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A lg o rith m  U sage B ased  Search 
In p u t: A graph’s orthogonal representation 
O u tp u t: A tree 
Procedure Usage Based Search
1. Vex-Queue Q <— rootnode
2. set root visited
3. w hile Q is not empty
4. n <— front(Q )
5. pop(Q)
6. w hile n ^  N U LL
7. IF ((n  is not the largest usage link)AND(!Detect_Usage_Loop(G, n, 1)))
8. O R (n is not visited)
9. set n undisplayed
10. ELSE Q <— n, set n visited
11. n =  n ’s next sibling

Procedure Detect_Usage_Loop(G, A, level)
In p u t: G, a graph’s orthogonal representation, a node A, and the current loop level 
O u tp u t: T rue, if there is a Usage Loop involved, False if not
1. Add A to list
2. IF  level >= 10, R E T U R N  False /*level 10 is arbitrarily chosen*/
3. F O R E A C H  A’s child i
4. IF  link(A to i) is the highest usage of all links to i
5. IF  i is in the list, R E T U R N  T rue
6. ELSE
7. Add A to list
8. level <— level + 1
9. Detect_Usage_Loop(G, i, level)
10. R E T U R N  False

Table 3.1: Usage Base Search Algorithm
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Figure 3.5: BFS vs. Usage Based result (four levels)

Figure 3.6: Usage Based method (six levels)
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Based” method is similar as the minimum spanning tree [24] algorithm for both of 

them consider the weight of the edges. The difference between “Usage Based” method 

and minimum spanning tree algorithm is that minimum spanning tree algorithm does 

not care about the structure of the result tree. Moreover, minimum spanning tree 

algorithm focuses on a local optimum while we are trying to optimize our graph 

globally.

3 .2  L ayout A lg o r ith m

In this section, we introduce the layout algorithm. We try  to find a method which can 

display a graph containing large amount of nodes and edges and eliminate occlusion.

The visualization using this algorithm is constituted with nodes and edges. A node 

indicates a webpage and a edge indicates a hyperlink connecting two webpages. The 

layout algorithm maps the website’s structure to a disktree, with the most important 

webpage: index page as the root of the disktree.

In the next chapter, we talk about the layers, which are used to put extra informa

tion on the original graph. We do not consider layers now and the graph we consider 

a t this stage is called “Bare Graph”, which means the original structure graph of the 

website.

Assume the current number of levels is /, the first level node (index page) is put 

to the center of the screen, the second level nodes are put around the center with a 

distance =  p p , where r  is the vertical distance from the center to the edge of the 

screen. The ?'th level nodes have a distance of d.t = from the center.

In [18], the author proposes a tree layout algorithm which can adjust the tree 

dynamically. The main idea of this algorithm is keeping all the leaf nodes with the 

same horizontal distance. This algorithm can not be used directly in our system 

because the width of the tree may increase permanently with the growing number of 

the leaf nodes and we do not have enough space to draw all the nodes horizontally 

within a constant size screen.

To draw the “Bare Graph” , we use the same algorithm tha t the author of [50] 

uses. The main idea of this algorithm is to put all the leaf nodes around the center
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Figure 3.7: Layout algorithm simple example

and each leaf node is assigned a degree of Leaf ^ 0(le# ■ After assigning the position of 

leaf nodes, the other nodes’ position can be assigned by putting them at the middle of 

their children and one level lower than their children. Figure 3.7 is a simple example:

In Figure 3.7, we have a simple website’s tree structure on the left hand side, we 

try to use disktree to display this tree structure. First, we count the number of leaf 

nodes: four (node B, E, F, G). We divide 360 degrees by four and node B, E, F, G are 

put around the center with a |^ -  =  90 interval degrees with neighboring nodes. The 

other nodes C, D ’s position can be decided by their children: C is put at the middle 

of E and F, D is put with the same degree as G for G has only one parent node. Our 

layout algorithm does not change nodes’ level information, but only allocates degree 

to each node.

Table 3.2 is the pseudocode of layout algorithm for BareGraph:
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B areG raph L ayout A lgorith m  
Input: A graph’s orthogonal representation
O utput: A tree with degree and level information, ready to visualize 
Procedure BareGraph Layout
1. post-order-travel(disktree), count(leaf nodes#)
2. The degree between any two neighboring leaf nodes =  pp
3. post-order-travel(disktree) again, allocate the degree to each leaf node
4. Compute leaf nodes parent’s degree: parent’s level = child’s level - 1,
5. position =  middle of all childrens

Table 3.2: Layout Algorithm
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C hapter 4 

Layers and W ebG raph

In this chapter, we discuss layers in detail and the definition of webgraph. In last 

chapter, we use disktree representation and ’’Usage Based” method to visualize the 

website structure. So far, what we are considering is the “Bare Graph”, the original 

graph mapped from the website structure. The information we extract from weblogs 

by statistics method is called usage information. The information we extract from 

weblogs by data mining techniques is called data mining information. We try  to 

visualize these information as layers on top of the “Bare Graph” .

4.1 U sa g e  Layer

Web servers maintain weblog files which list every request made to the server. By 

analyzing weblogs, we can get a good idea of where visitors are coming from, how 

often they visit, and how they navigate through a website. Using cookies enables 

webmasters to distinguish individual users and log detailed information about how 

individual users are accessing a site.

The typical format of web log item is:

rem o teh o st rfc931 a u th u se r  [date] “req u es t” s ta tu s  bytes 

rem o teh o st represents “remote hostname”, rfc931 is the “remote logname of the 

user” , a u th u se r  shows the “username as which the user has authenticated himself’, 

[date] is the “Date and time of the request” , “req u es t” shows the request line 

exactly as it came from the client, s ta tu s  represents the HTTP status code returned 

to the client, by tes  is the content-length of the document transferred. Here is a real
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web log file item:

1 2 7 .0 .0 .1  - frank [1 0 /0 c t /2 0 0 0 :1 3 :5 5 :3 6  -0700] “G E T  /a p a ch e_ p b .g if  H T T P /1 .0 ” 200 2326

Our system has a module to analyze the weblogs and generate the information 

tha t we are interested in, for example, in a period of time, how many times visitors 

visit a specific webpage, what’s the average time the visitors view a webpage, how 

many times visitors follow a hyperlink connecting one webpage to another and what’s 

the probability that a visitor will traverse this hyperlink.

4.1 .1  N o d e ’s V isit_N um ber Layer

We first talk about the node’s “Visit_Number Layer” . The preprocessed weblogs can 

be used to generate the information of how many times visitors visit a webpage in a 

period of time. The result is computed simply by scanning the weblog items one by 

one and counting the number of appearance of tha t webpage.

To visualize a webpage’s visiting info, we use the size of the node to indicate it 

and display it as “Node’s VisitJMumber” layer. The size of the node corresponds the 

number of visitor to this webpage. Node size’s scale is also provided to the user for 

further comparison.

Figure 4.1 is an example of “Node’s Visit_Number Layer” on the original “bare 

graph” .

4 .1 .2  N o d e ’s V iew _T im e Layer

Another information we are interested in is the visitors’ average view time of a web

page. We use the colour of the node to indicate the average view time of that webpage. 

Every colour indicate a range of viweing times. Colour’s scale is also available.

Figure 4.2 is an example of both “Node’s Visit_Number Layer” and “Node’s 

View_Time Layer” displaying on the original ’’bare graph”.

4 .1 .3  L ink’s Link_Usage Layer

Like “Node’s Visit_Number” layer, we introduce “Link’s LinkJUsage” layer to visualize 

hyperlink’s visiting usage, that is how many people visit this hyperlink connecting
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Figure 4.3: Link’s Link_Usagc Layer

one webpage to another in a period of time. The thickness of the link corresponds to 

the usage of the corresponding hyperlink.

Figure 4.3 is an example of “Link’s LinkJJsage Layer” displaying on the original 

“bare graph”.

4.1.4 Link’s Prob_Usage Layer

We use the colour of the link to indicate the probability that a visitor will traverse the 

corresponding hyperlink, and visualize it as “Link’s ProbJJsage Layer” on original 

’’bare graph”.

Figure 4.4 is an example of “Link’s LinkJJsage” layer and “Link’s Prob-Usage” 

layer displaying on the original “bare graph”.

4.1.5 Interpretation of Layers

One advantage of using the concept of “layer” is that we can visualize many different 

kinds of information together. We can put different kinds of layers on the original 

“bare graph” together.
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Figure 4.4: Link’s Link_Usagc and Prob.Usagc Layer

Figure 4.5 is an example of mapping all four layers we discuss above on the original 

’’bare graph”.

In addition to the four layers we discuss above, we can generate more new layers 

to visualize new information. For example, the size of a page, the type of a page, etc. 

could be represented using texture or shape of the node, or other visual moans.

How to interpret the visualization result we get? An example can be found from 

Figure 4.5: both node A and B experienced a large amount of visiting, but the link 

between A and B is thin, which indicate few people follow this link travelling from A 

to B. From the above analysis, we can suggest extracting node B and its children as 

a separate website.

4.2 Data M ining Layer

We introduce four information layers in the last section. Now we introduce one data 

mining layer: “Association Rule” layer.
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Figure 4.5: Four Layer Together 

4.2.1 Association Rule Layer

Association rule is a important branch of data mining and in chapter two, we review 

the background of association rule analysis. Association rule mining can be adapted 

to our system by taking visitor’s visiting sequence (a sequence of webpages) as trans

action. The visiting sequence can be easily generated from the server weblog files 

after identifying user and session. After the user set the “support” and “confidence” 

thresholds, our system generate the association rules and visualize the association 

rules result on the original graph. Figure 4.6 is a simple example:

In Figure 4.6, we use a blue line with red triangle on it to indicate one association 

rule. The thickness of the blue line corresponds to the association rule’s “support” 

and the size of the red triangle corresponds to the “confidence”.

4.3 Dynamic Layout Algorithm

We discuss the layout algorithm for “bare graph” in the last chapter. Now, when 

different kinds of information layers or data mining layer are put on to the original 

bare graph, we need to revise the layout algorithm to eliminate occlusion and fit the
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Figure 4.6: Association Rule Layer

new visualization result. This is due to the increase or decrease in the node sizes or 

edge thicknesses.

As the layout algorithm for bare graph, the visualization in this algorithm is 

constituted with nodes and edges. A node indicates a webpage and an edge indicates 

a hyperlink connecting two webpages. Different from other website visualization 

system [50, 58, 17, 53], our new dynamic layout algorithm considers both the number 

of nodes and the size of the nodes. The size of the node corresponds to how many 

times the webpage has been visited in a period of time. The new algorithm allocate 

more space to nodes which are visited frequently and less space to the nodes which 

are seldom visited. The thickness of the hue represents how many times the user 

follow the corresponding hyperlink to traverse from one webpage to another.

In our algorithm, we consider both the idea from [45], the node’s size and edge’s 

thickness. We first, divide 360 degrees of a circle by all the leaf nodes while considering 

their size. Any two neighboring leaf nodes have the same degree between them. 

Suppose there are n leaf nodes, and their radiuses are rq, r2, r3, . . . ,  rn respectively, 

t i , t2. . . . , t n are the half thickness of edges which connecting them, dj is the distance 

from leaf node r, to center, the degree between any two neighboring leaf nodes is:
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Figure 4.7: Dynamic Layout
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By the above formula, we can decide the degree of all leaf nodes considering their 

size and corresponding edges’ thickness. After determining the position of every leaf 

node, we can calculate the position of their parents by putting their parent to the 

middle position of all its children, while one level lower than its children.

Table 4.1 is the pseudocode of the dynamic layout algorithm.

Most of the websites these days contain huge number of webpages. With a good 

layout method, the space can be used efficiently. In our system, all the leaf nodes 

share the 360 degree and the parent is in between of all i t’s children.

The website analysts may not always choose all the webpages and links. They 

can use threshold or operators(we will discuss operators later) to choose only the 

data that they interest. For example, they may only choose the hyperlinks which 

have been visited more than 2000 times in one month, or only choose the webpages 

on which the visitors spend more than 20 seconds. After user changes thresholds, 

the visualization result changed dynamically, keep using the screen space efficiently. 

The dynamic layout algorithm and our system framework could help animate users’
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W eb G rap h  D ynam ic L ayout A lgorithm
In p u t: A graph’s orthogonal representation
O u tp u t: A tree with degree and level information, ready to visualize 
Procedure WebGraph Dynamic Layout
1. post-order-travel(disktree), count(leaf nodes number n)
2. &count (degree that occupied by leaf nodes)
3. The degree between any two neighboring leaf nodes =
a 3 6 0 -E Ih i  2Xatan( MAX,f.l: ~:i) )

n
5. post-order-travel(disktree) again, allocate the degree to each leaf node
6. Compute leaf nodes parent’s degree: parent’s level =  child’s level - 1,
7. position =  middle of all childrens

Table 4.1: Dynamic Layout Algorithm

traversal. The users’ traversal affects visualization result by increasing or decreasing 

nodes’ size, edges’ thickness and changing node and edge’s colour. The dynamic 

layout algorithm can adopt the visualization result to the changes. Redrawing the 

graph dynamically with its changes generates an animation showing how the traversal 

is happening.
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C hapter 5 

S ystem  and Functions

In this chapter, we concentrate more on system’s architecture and different functions. 

These functions are either fundamentals of the system or the extra functionalities 

which can help navigating the visualization results. Web Graph Algebra is another 

part of our system, we do a short introduction. For detail of Web Graph Algebra, 

please refer to [15].

5.1 A rch itec tu re

Figure 5.1 shows the system architecture. The whole system works in the following 

steps:

• By reading the website’s linking information, the system builds a “Link Info” 

file. The “Link Info” file contains the information like there is a link connecting 

page A to page B.

• By pre-processing, the system generates session and usage data. These data are 

the key to the visualizing system and will be used as the basis of layers.

•  Different layout algorithms generate different results. We provide different al

gorithms and user can use them to generate different results and compare them.

• With “Link Info” , session and usage data and layout algorithms, we can render 

original disktree representation.
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Figure 5.1: System Architecture

• By different simplification methods, like Usage Based method, we get the orig

inal visualization results. We call it “Bare Graph” (1).

•  From session and usage data, by using statistical methods, we get different data 

layer information (2).

• By applying data mining technique on session and usage data, we get pattern 

layer information (3).

• At last, we put either data layer information (2) or patter layer information (3) 

or both on top of the “Bare Graph” (1).

5.2 W eb log  P rep ro cess in g

The system provides many functions which can help user easily and efficiently explor

ing the visualization result.

The first and the most preliminary task is to process the original weblog and 

generate the information we need [52]. In section 4.1, we introduce the weblog. 

Weblog contains much information that we don’t need. “Weblog Preprocessing” is 

the step to pre-process the weblog, discard the information we don’t need, leave the
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information tha t are valuable to us, format these useful information in a file for later 

use.

A typical weblog item contains the following information: IP address or domain 

name from which the request is, user id and password, request command, status field, 

transfer volume, referrer, user browser information, user operating system informa

tion, cookie information. Some parts of the weblog are irrelevant to our visualizing 

system, for example: user browser information, user operating system information.

Besides the information we can extract directly from weblog, there are some kinds 

of information we have to discover by our own. For example, the number of how many 

times a webpage is visited can be calculated directly from weblog by counting the time 

of appearances of tha t webpage. While to answer the question like how many times a 

hyperlink is visited, we have to make some changes from the weblogs. Two important 

tasks involved are recognizing the user and recognizing the session. Recognizing user 

means that we need to recognize which requests are from the same user. If some 

weblog items has the same user id, or they come from the same IP address, we can 

assume that they are from the same user. Session means a time period that a user 

continues visiting a website. Recognizing session means recognizing the weblog items 

which supposed to be visited continually by the same user in a short period of time. 

If a user visits a website once, and then after 12 hours, he visits again, these two 

visiting activity are not in the same session.

After the process of recognizing user and recognizing session, we generate a file 

which indicate in each session, which page user has visited. This file can be used to 

answer the question like how many times a hyperlink is visited, or if a user visit this 

page, which pages else he seems like to visit.

Another task of pre-processing is to get linking information of a website, which 

will be used to generate website’s structure. It can simply be done by filtering the 

webpage’s HTML code.

After the pre-processing, we keep the result file for later use, and call them .pwl 

(preprocessed web log) file.
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5.3  C h an ge B ack grou n d  C olour

The background colour can be chosen by user. The default colour is “White” and the 

other two colours: “Gray” and “Black” are also available.

5 .4  C h oose  B F S  M e th o d  or U sa g e  B a sed  M eth o d

After user load the pre-processed web log, the system is ready to render either BFS 

or usage based visualization result. I t ’s up to user to choose the method he wants 

and user can compare these two methods’ results.

5.5  In form ation  L ayers

As mentioned in Chapter Four, we generate four kinds of usage information, two for 

webpage, two for hyperlink. Each information can be visualized as a layer added 

to original ’’Bare Graph” . Webpage’s two layers include page’s visit_number layer 

(indicated by size of the node) and view_time layer (indicate by colour of the node). 

Hyperlink’s two layers include link’s visit_number layer (indicated by colour of the 

link) and probability .usage layer (indicated by thickness of the link). User can choose 

which information layer is shown. Since these four layers are visualized by different 

properties, they can be shown together or one by one.

5.6  A sso c ia tio n  R u le  P a tte r n  Layer

In Chapter Four, we mention the association rule pattern layer visualization. When 

this function is chosen, user is asked to  choose a appropriate “support” and a “confi

dence”, which are two parameters to control association rules (See Figure 5.2). Ap

plying the association rule mining algorithm on the pre-processed file, we can generate 

different association rule. We call them association rule layer. Then we visualize the 

association rule layer on top of the bare graph. We use a directed line with a arrow 

goes from one webpage to another, the thickness of the line indicates the support, 

and the size of the arrow indicates the confidence.
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Figure 5.3: Scale

5.7 Scale Indication

On the right hand side of the screen, we put four information layers’ scale information. 

By reading that, user can compare the data on the graph with the scaler.

On left hand side of Figure 5.3 are the scales for page’s visit_number layer (with 

a “N” above) and link’s visit_number layer (with a “L” on top). Right hand side are 

the colour scales for page’s view_time layer (with a “V” on top) and link’s probabil

ity .usage layer (with a “P” on top).

5.8 Rotation

Another useful function is “Rotation”. After user renders the web graph and puts 

different layer on it, user can press the specific “hot key” to rotate the graph, either 

clockwise or countcr-clockwisc. When user renders two different web graph using
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different weblog file, rotation can be very helpful to compare these results for the user 

can adjust the position and degree that he prefers.

5 .9  C h an ge S tart P a g e  and  L evel D e p th

By default, the system visualizes the website beginning from the website’s index 

page, and choose a depth of 4 levels. This may not always work if the user likes to 

concentrate on other webpage and with other depth level.

We provide user the dialog to choose the webpage to start with and choose the 

depth of levels. The user also can simply click a node in graph, and the system will 

re-generate web graph begining from that webpage.

5 .10  Z oom  I n /O u t

After user chooses the graph to render and put some layers we have discuss above or 

choose a large number of levels to be shown, normally the graph becomes messy and 

difficult to recognize. Zoom In/O ut function can help perfectly. User can choose to 

Zoom In/O ut up to 4 times the original graph.

Figure 5.4 is an example of 3 times zoom in. The graph in the main window 

shows part of the original graph with 3 times zoom in. On the right bottom of the 

screen, there is a small window containing a small black area indicating which part is 

showing now without loss of overview. By dragging the small black area in the small 

window or moving the scroll bar around the small window, user can change the part 

to be viewed.

5 .11  Show  G rid

When user chooses large depth of level, the screen is divided by the number of levels. 

Therefore, the distance between two neighboring levels is shorten significantly and it 

is difficult for user to identify which level the nodes belong to. “Show Grid” function 

is used to help user identifying which nodes are in the same level. By our layout 

algorithm, all the nodes that are in the same level are put around the center with the
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Figure 5.4: Zoom In/Out Function

same distance, so the grid in our system is a circle drawn by dots. User can disable 

showing the grid at any time as well. Figure 5.5 is an example of showing grid.

5.12 Show Information

In the above section, we discuss the methods that we use to help visualizing. But only 

the graphical elements are not enough in most of circumstances. When a user finds 

a interesting node or edge, he wants to know not only the colour, the thickness, the 

size, but also which webpage this node indicates, which hyperlink this edge indicates 

and so on. To provide more information to the user, the system provides the “Show 

Information” function. After user turns on “Show Information” option, when he 

moves the mouse on top of a node or an edge, the corresponding information will 

appear on the status bar, which locatcss at the bottom of the screen.

When the user moves mouse to a node, information of level of node, the URL 

corresponding this node, visiting number and view time are shown on the bottom. 

When user moves mouse to an edge, information of level of this edge belongs to, 

which two webpages’ URLs this hyperlink connects, visiting number and probability
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Figure 5.5: Show Grid Function

of visiting are shown. Figure 5.6 and 5.7 are examples of showing information of node 

and edge separately.

5 .13  W eb  G raph  A lgeb ra

WEBKVDS system contains two parts: FootPath, which we discuss above, and Web 

Graph Algebra, which is introduced to operate on web graph objects to highlight in

teresting characteristics of web data, and consequently helps discovering new patterns 

and interesting hidden facts.

Variables in Web Graph Algebra are web graphs. A combination of unary and 

binary operators can form expressions and equations. Unary operators strip, add or 

subtract from given information layers, or extract sub-parts of the underlying web 

structure. Binary operators combine two web graphs by evaluating arithmetic expres

sions on the common information layers as well as the nodes and edges constituting 

the web images.

We take one operator: ’’ADD” as an example:
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Figure 5.7: Show Link’s Information
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Figure 5.8: Binary Operator ’’ADD”

The binary operator ADD selects the objects that exist in both graph G l and 

graph G2, and transposes them into graph G with the sum of their respective content 

from the available layers in both graphs. The sums are done at each individual 

information layer.

Figure 5.8 shows the ADD operation to web graphs of two months with 2 layers, 

NumOfVisit and LinkUsage layers. We get two months’ data by adding two separate 

month’s data.

For detail about algebra and operators, please refer [15].
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C hapter 6 

C onclution

In this dissertation, FootPath, the visualization part of WEBKVDS system has been 

presented, visualization design issues have been discussed and experimentation results 

have been made and compared.

WEBKVDS system is built in an attem pt to help website administrators and in

formation publishers understand visitors’ visiting patterns and consequently improve 

website’s structure. FootPath visualizes the website structure and topology, and visu

alizes both apparent and implicit useful data. The Web Graph Algebra manipulates 

the web graphs for ad-hoc interactive web mining. FootPath is the basis for Web 

Graph Algebra as it allows the rendering of variables and results of the web algebra 

expressions.

We propose a new “Usage Based” method to visualize website structure to disk- 

tree representation. We present the idea of layering data and patterns in distinct 

layers on top of a disktree representation of website’s structure, allowing the display 

of information in context which is more suited for the interpretation of discovered 

patterns. Dynamic layout algorithm can generate a clearer and more friendly result, 

especially in our scenario: visualize multi-information together. Association rule min

ing technique is also integrated to our system to help website administrators discover 

implicit knowledge.
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A p p en d ix  A: D a ta  Structure

The Major data structure used in the WEBKVDS is a “Orthogonal List” . “Adjacency 

Lists” , “Adjacency Matrix” , and “Orthogonal Lists” are three widely used graph’s 

data structure.

In “Adjacency Lists” structure, the edges are stored as lists of connections between 

nodes. In “Adjacency Matrix” structure, the presence of edges between nodes is 

indicated by an entry in a matrix. In “Orthogonal Lists” , each node is represented 

by a node structure , each edge is represented by a edge structure (see Figure 6.1).

In node’s structure, “data” is the node’s ID or name, “first in” is the link linking 

to a structure of edge, which links to this node, “first out” is the link linking to a 

structure of edge, which links out from this node. Like node’s structure, in edge’s 

structure, “Tailvex” and “Headvex” are the ID or name of the tail node and head 

node of a edge, “hlink” and “tlink” link to the edge which has the same “head” or 

“tail” . Figure 6.3 is a example of graph’s “Orthogonal Lists” representation.

In our system, we use graph’s “Orthogonal Lists” representation as the data struc

ture for identifying all forwarding and backward links in “Orthogonal Lists” is effi

cient.

When we generate information layers, our data structure should be expanded to 

hold other information. We can easily add a field to node structure or edge structure 

for each additional property. In our system, “bool visit” is to indicate whether this 

node or edge has been visited, “long layer_Info” contains edge’s link_usage or node’s 

visit number, “float prob.Usage” contains edge’s prob.Usage or node’s view_time, 

“bool display-Info” indicates whether display it or not, “float degree” , “int level” .(See 

Figure 6.2)
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